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Abstract—The spare allocation problem in redundant RAM is to replace faulty rows/columns of memory cells with spare rows/columns. To solve the problem, comparison-based search tree structures were used in traditional exact algorithms. These algorithms are not efficient for large problems because significant amounts of data have to be retained and copied in order to generate new partial solutions. Many data may need to be compared for the removal of each redundant partial solution. To overcome these drawbacks, an efficient algorithm is proposed in this paper. The algorithm transforms a spare allocation problem into Boolean functions, and the renowned BDD is used to manipulate them. Experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithm is very efficient in terms of speed and memory requirements. It may also be useful for problems which can be modeled as constraint bipartite vertex cover problems.

Index Terms—BDD, bipartite graph, Boolean functions, exact algorithm, memory repair, RRAM, vertex cover.

ACRONYMS,1 NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

BDD Binary Decision Diagram
CPU Central Processing Unit
DRAM Dynamic Random Access Memory
RAM Random Access Memory
RRAM Redundant RAM
SSRRAM A spare-shared RRAM in which spare lines can be cut into segments and shared among memory blocks
SR/SC the number of spare rows/columns in a reconfigurable memory array
Line A line is a row (or a column) of memory cells
row/column set The two sets of vertices in a bipartite graph are called the row set and the column set.
Cover A cover is a set of vertices such that every edge of a bipartite graph has at least one of its end vertices in the set.

1The singular and plural of an acronym are always spelled the same.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The speed of CPU has been increasing much faster than DRAM since the 1980s. This leads to a larger performance gap between CPU and DRAM [1]. To reduce the performance impact of the slower DRAM on a computer system, cache memory was added to the design of a system. In 1984, Motorola added 256 bytes of instruction cache memory into its MC68020 CPU. Later in 1989, Intel added 8 kilo-bytes (KB) of on-die cache memory to the 80486 CPU [2]. The Alpha 21064 CPU contained 16 KB of cache, and the PowerPC 601 CPU contained 32 KB of unified cache when they were introduced respectively in 1992, and 1993 [3]. Recent desktop CPU, such as AMD Athlon 64, Intel Pentium 4, Motorola PowerPC 7450, and IBM PowerPC 970, include at least 512 KB of on-die L2 (level two) cache. The dual-core 64-bit UltraSPARC server processor contains 512 KB of cache in each core [4]. The Power4, Power4+, and Power5 include respectively 1.41 MB, 1.5 MB, and 1.875 MB of on-die L2 caches [5]. The 64-bit 1.6-GHz SPARC processor contains 4 MB of on-die L2 cache [6]. The 1.5-GHz Itanium 2 processor has 6 MB of on-die L3 (level three) cache [7]. The 1.7-GHz Itanium 2 processor includes 9 MB of on-die L3 cache [8]. About 44% of the 5.2 million transistors in the UltraSPARC are in the on-die cache memory [9], [10], and about 86% of the 592 million transistors in the 1.7-GHz Itanium 2 processor are in the on-die L3 cache [8]. On-die cache memories have become an important driving force of chip yield as they get larger.

In addition to the increase in the size of on-die cache memory, the capacity, and the density of DRAM also grow along with the advancement of VLSI technology [1]. As the memory density increases, it becomes harder to fabricate memories containing no defect. One of the techniques for improving the yield is to replace faulty rows/columns of memory cells with spare rows/columns. Such devices are known as the RRAM or reconfigurable memory arrays. Because replacing faulty lines with
spare lines is simple and effective, this technique has been used in producing DRAM and CPU for years [10], [25], [32]–[34].

Searching for a solution which replaces all faulty cells in a memory array with spare lines is called a spare allocation problem, or a constrained bipartite vertex cover problem [11], [12]. Spare allocation problems have been shown to be NP-complete [13]. There are two categories of algorithms for spare allocation problems: heuristic algorithms, and exact algorithms. Many heuristic algorithms and exact algorithms have been proposed [11]–[30]. Though heuristic algorithms can be very fast, they cannot guarantee a solution to be found even if one exists. Exact algorithms are able to find the solution if a solution does exist. Exact algorithms seem to be preferred. However, the worst-case running time and worst-case memory space requirement in exact algorithms grow exponentially with the problem size. An exact algorithm can be separated into two stages. The first stage uses some preprocessing (or filter) algorithms to remove as many faulty cells as possible, or to stop as early as possible. The second stage usually searches for a solution by applying an exhaustive search algorithm, and it accounts for the worst-case exponential time complexity. The separation is made because an exact algorithm can usually incorporate the filter algorithms used in other exact algorithms.

Spare lines are assumed to have no faulty cells in this paper. A spare allocation problem can be easily modeled as a constrained bipartite vertex cover problem [13]. In the model, there is an edge between a vertex in the row set, and a vertex in column set if the memory cell at the intersection of the corresponding row and the corresponding column is faulty. A set of vertices such that every edge of a bipartite graph has at least one of its end vertices in the set is called a cover. A set of vertices is said to be feasible if it includes at most $SR$ vertices in the row set, and at most $SC$ vertices in the column set [27]. A minimal feasible cover has the minimal number of vertices among all feasible covers. The most efficient exact algorithm for minimum vertex cover problems is presented in [12]. However, a minimal vertex cover is not necessarily feasible [26]. Although the algorithm in [12] may not be able to find a repair solution for a spare allocation problem, their filter algorithm to be described in Section II-D is very efficient.

To solve spare allocation problems efficiently, a two-stage exact algorithm called PAGB is proposed. The first stage of PAGB uses the filter algorithms described in Section II. The second stage of PAGB transforms the remaining problem from the first stage into a set of Boolean formulas, and uses BDD (Binary Decision Diagram) [36] to solve the Boolean formulas. All solutions of a spare allocation problem are encoded in a BDD, and the optimal solution can be found by traversing the BDD only once. Depending on the definition, the optimal solution can be either the solution that uses the least number of spares, or the solution that has the lowest cost. Advancement of laser and integration technologies has allowed spare lines to be cut into segments, and shared between memory blocks [26], [37], [38]. The PAGB algorithm can also be extended to solve the spare allocation problems in SSRAM. Experiments using the PAGB and branch-based exact algorithms were conducted. Experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithm can be very efficient in terms of speed and memory requirements.

II. PREPROCESSING/FILTER ALGORITHMS

Filter algorithms usually have polynomial time complexity. They are often used in the first stage of exact algorithms for two main purposes: 1) to stop as early as possible if the problem is known to have no solution, or 2) to filter out as many faulty cells as possible so that fewer faulty cells are left to the more time-consuming second stage. Many Filter algorithms have been presented in the literatures [12]–[14], [26], [27] and those used in PAGB are discussed in this section.

A. The Must-Repair Algorithm

If the number of faulty cells in a row exceeds the number of spare columns, the faulty row must be replaced with a spare row in order to have a minimal feasible cover. Similarly, a faulty column must be replaced with a spare column if the number of faulty cells in the column is greater than the number of spare rows. This is called the must-repair algorithm because it replaces the lines that must be repaired in order to have a solution. It is often used in exact and heuristic algorithms as an initial screening step.

B. The Early-Abort Algorithm

The purpose of the early-abort algorithm is to abort program execution as early as possible if the problem is known to have no solution. The upper bound for the early-abort algorithm presented in [25] is not very useful in practice. A more practical upper bound has been proposed in [13], and it uses maximum matching [39]–[41] as the early-abort criterion. If the size of a maximum matching is greater than the number of spare lines left after the initial screening algorithm, then the problem contains no solution, and the search can be aborted early.

C. The Single-Faulty-Cell Filter

The single-faulty-cell filter is used primarily to reduce the number of partial solutions generated in the time-consuming second stage. A single faulty cell is a faulty cell that does not share its line with any other faulty cells [14]. It is clear that a single faulty cell must be replaced by either a spare row or a spare column. Before the second stage starts, the single faulty cells are recorded and filtered out. After the second stage finds a potential minimal feasible cover, the remaining spare lines can be easily calculated. If the number of remaining spare lines is greater than or equal to the number of single faulty cells, then a solution can be found. Otherwise, no solution exists for the potential minimal feasible cover.

D. The Gallai-Edmonds Structure Theorem

A spare allocation problem can be easily modeled as a bipartite graph. Many algorithms including maximum matching in Graph theory [42] have been developed for bipartite graphs. Hasan & Liu [26] introduced the concept of critical sets. A critical set is the intersection of all minimal vertex covers. Later, Hadas & Liu [27] presented excess-k critical sets which are conceptually similar to the critical sets. In their algorithm, the procedure of finding critical sets is interleaved with an exhaustive search algorithm. Chen & Kanj [12] observed that the Gallai-Edmonds structure theorem is a stronger version of critical sets, and showed that such interlacing is not necessary.
The Gallai-Edmonds theorem partitions the vertices of a bipartite graph into three sets: the independent set \( D \), the intersection set \( A \), and the perfect matching set \( C \). The independent set \( D \) is the set of vertices not contained in any minimum vertex cover. The intersection set \( A \) is the intersection of all minimum vertex covers. The perfect matching set \( C \) is the set of vertices such that \( C = V - D - A \), where \( V \) is the set of vertices in the bipartite graph. A bipartite sub-graph \( G(C) \) induced from set \( C \) has a perfect matching \([42]\). If a spare allocation problem has a minimal vertex cover, all vertices in set \( A \) must be included in the final solution, and all vertices in \( D \) should not be included. The vertices in \( C \) are the only vertices that need to be processed in the second stage. The procedures for constructing the three sets can be found in \([12]\), and they are briefly described here.

Let \( G \) denotes a bipartite graph. Firstly, compute a maximum matching \( M \) for \( G \). Let \( W \) be the set of unmatched vertices under \( M \). A vertex \( v \) is in set \( D \) iff \( v \) is reachable from a vertex in \( W \) via an alternating path of even length. An alternating path is a simple path \( \{v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_n \} \) such that vertex \( v_0 \) is unmatched, and the edges \( \{v_{2k-1}, v_{2k}\} \) are in \( M \) for \( 1 \leq k \leq [n/2] \). After set \( D \) has been found, set \( A \) can be computed with the following rule: set \( A \) is the set of vertices in \( V - D \) such that each vertex in \( A \) is adjacent to at least one vertex in \( D \). Set \( C \) can be computed with the equation \( C = V - D - A \).

The filter algorithms in \([26],[27]\) are less efficient than the Gallai-Edmonds theorem for the inability to separate set \( D \) from set \( C \). While the Gallai-Edmonds theorem can be a powerful filter for some bipartite graphs, it may be of little benefit to others. A graph with a perfect matching has all of its vertices in set \( C \) \([30]\). Note that even though a minimal vertex cover should include all the vertices in set \( A \), the constraints on the spares may not allow all of them to be included.

III. EXACT ALGORITHMS

The branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm is a classic branching algorithm \([13]\). It is briefly discussed in this section along with its potential problem. Later in this section, the second stage of the PAGEB algorithm is described.

A. The B&B Algorithm

The B&B algorithm, a simple fault-driven approach, is the cornerstone of many exact algorithms \([13],[14],[19],[26],[27]\). The algorithm starts with an empty priority queue. The entries in the priority queue are sorted according to some user-defined cost functions \([13]\). Firstly, a faulty cell is chosen for branching. Two sub-problems (also called partial solutions) are generated by replacing the faulty cell with either a spare row or a spare column. These two partial solutions are inserted into the priority queue. Then, a partial solution at the head of the priority queue is taken for branching each time during iterations until a solution is found, or the priority queue becomes empty. If the priority queue becomes empty, then no solution can be found. For a spare allocation problem which has no solution, it has to examine all partial solutions before it concludes that no solution exists.

The B&B algorithm is similar to searching in a binary search tree except that the tree is packed into a priority queue. The number of nodes in a binary search tree, in this case the number of partial solutions, grows exponentially with the depth of the tree \([43]\). The exponential growth rate also plagues the B&B algorithm. It may require a lot of memory space to store all partial solutions. Even if a computer system can store all partial solutions, processing them can take a great amount of time. It is not necessary to sort the queue if an optimal solution is not required. While sorting can remove duplicates in the priority queue, and avoid redundant computation, sorting itself takes time. Millions of partial solutions may be generated for a spare allocation problem. For example, there are 2,704,156 partial solutions remaining in the unsorted queue when a solution is found for the problem with 144 faulty cells (24 effective faulty cells) \([30]\). Please note that the branching operations in \([30]\) are performed on effective faulty cells. If branching operations are on faulty cells, many more partial solutions will be generated, and the performance will be much worse. Because of the exponential growth rate, the performance of a branch-based algorithm can decline dramatically with the increase of the problem size. The drawback of comparison-based branching algorithms becomes evident.

B. The Second Stage of the PAGEB Algorithm

To solve spare allocation problems more efficiently, an exact algorithm called PAGEB is devised. All filter algorithms described in Section II are used in PAGEB. Besides, the repair most heuristic algorithm \([13]\) can also be used in the first stage of PAGEB if an optimal solution is not required. The repair-most algorithm is a greedy algorithm, and it repeatedly replaces the line having the most faulty cells. Instead of making improvements to branch-based algorithms, the second stage of PAGEB transforms a spare allocation problem into a set of Boolean functions. BDD is used to manipulate the Boolean operations because BDD has been known to be an efficient tool for Boolean function manipulations \([36],[44]\).

Unlike branch-based algorithms which include much information in each partial solution, a BDD node only records the minimal amount of data necessary for BDD operations. It means that each BDD node takes much less memory space than a partial solution. BDD also has a very useful property: it can merge isomorphic graphs together. The property can further reduce memory requirements because isomorphic graphs do not need to be duplicated. In addition, the property can also help boost performance. Operations performed on many graphs which are isomorphic to each other can be reduced to the operations on a single graph. Therefore, PAGEB can avoid the great number of copy and comparison operations inherent in traditional branch-based algorithms. Fig. 1 lists the pseudo-code of the PAGEB algorithm. The \( DF, CF \), and \( RF \) will be described in detail later.

1) The Defect Function \( DF \): A defect function is a Boolean function which encodes the locations of all faulty cells. Suppose \( R_i \) and \( C_i \) denote respectively the row and column Boolean variables of a faulty cell \( i \). It is apparent that the following defect function encodes the locations of all faulty cells of a spare allocation problem.

\[
DF = \prod_{\text{faulty cell } i} (R_i + C_i)
\]
PAGEB()
/* start of the first stage */
/* start of the second stage */
* Filter the original problem with the must-repair filter;
* Use the early-abort algorithm to stop early if the problem has no solution;
* Apply the Gallai-Edmonds structure theorem to filter out faulty cells;
* Use the single-faulty-cell filter if desired;
* The repair-most algorithm can be used if an optimal solution is not required;
* Choose a good BDD variable ordering using a heuristic algorithm;
* Construct the BDD of the defect function DF;
* Construct the BDD of the constraint function CF;
* Construct the repair function RF with the equation RF = DF AND CF;
* Traverse RF;
* if (RF contains only one BDD node 0)
* no repair solution can be found;
* else
* report a repair solution;
*
* Fig. 1. The PAGEB algorithm.
*
To replace all faulty cells, the Boolean expression inside the parentheses needs to be evaluated and found to be true.

2) The Constraint Function CF: A constraint function is a Boolean function encoding all combinations of faulty lines which are replaceable by spare lines. Because the constraints for rows are orthogonal to the constraints for columns, they can be considered separately. Suppose a memory array has \( d \) faulty rows. (2) encodes \( CF_r \), the constraint function for rows.

\[
CF_r = \sum_{j=0}^{SR} C^d_j
\]  

Let the Boolean variables for the \( d \) faulty rows be \( R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_d \). Among the \( d \) faulty rows, \( j \) faulty rows can be replaced, and \( j \) can range from zero up to \( SR \). Each combinatorial function \( C^d_j \) represents a set of valid combinations of spare rows. Note that the definition of the combinatorial function is different from its conventional one. In conventional mathematics, \( C^d_j \) is the number of valid combinations if \( j \) objects are to be picked out of \( d \) objects. In this paper, it is defined to be the summation of the Boolean expressions for the combinations. For example, suppose one of 3 faulty lines (say \( R_1, R_2, \) and \( R_3 \)) is to be replaced by a spare line. The number of valid combinations is \( C^3_1 = 3 \). However, the value 3 is of little use for encoding \( CF_r \). The Boolean expressions for the combinations \( R_1 R_2 R_3, \overline{R}_1 R_2 R_3, \overline{R}_1 \overline{R}_2 R_3 \) and \( R_1 \overline{R}_2 R_3 \) are more useful.

Many Boolean expressions may be consolidated into a single Boolean expression after the summation. For example, \( \overline{R}_1 R_2 + \overline{R}_1 \overline{R}_2 \overline{R}_3 \) is equivalent to \( \overline{R}_1 \). It is desired to get the simplified Boolean expression early rather than perform redundant computation. Direct enumeration of each combinatorial function in (2) does not seem to be a practical way to compute \( CF_r \). Decomposition of (2) is a more practical, systematic approach. Let \( R_x \in (R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_d) \). It is apparent that (2) can be expanded on \( R_x \) as

\[
\sum_{j=0}^{SR} C^d_j = R_x \bullet \left( \sum_{m=0}^{SR-1} C^d_m \right) + \overline{R_x} \bullet \left( \sum_{m=0}^{SR} C^d_m \right)
\]

The symbols of the \( d \) faulty lines can be put into an array \( L \) in any order. Let the \( d \) Boolean symbols in the array \( L \) be denoted by \( L_0, L_1, \ldots, L_{d-1} \). A placement function \( PF \) can be defined as

\[
PF(L_k, i, SR) = L_k \bullet PF(L_{k+1}, d - 1, SR - 1) + \overline{L_k} \bullet PF(L_{k+1}, d - 1, SR)
\]

Note that (3) & (4) are equivalent. The meaning of (4) is intuitive. If a faulty line \( L_k \) is to be replaced by a spare line, the remaining number of spare lines will be one less than the original. If \( L_k \) is not to be replaced by a spare line, the remaining number of spare lines will be the same as the original. In both cases, \( L_k \) is removed from the set of faulty lines, and the number of faulty lines will be one less than the original. Some identical placement functions may be generated during the decomposition process of (4). Thus, the use of a hash table can avoid redundant computation in (4).

(5), and (6) are two useful properties of the placement function. These two properties are intuitive. If the number of spare lines is greater than or equal to the number of defect lines, all defect lines can be replaced and true is returned. If no spare line is left, then none of the defect lines can be replaced, and the symbols of these defect lines are complemented and multiplied together.

\[
PF(L_k, d, SR) = true \quad \text{if} \quad d \leq SR
\]

\[
PF(L_k, d, 0) = L_k \bullet \overline{L}_{k+1} \bullet \overline{L}_{k+2} \cdots \overline{L}_{k+d-1}
\]

(7)

The constraint function for columns, can be constructed in a similar way. The global constraint function \( CF \) is the product of the Boolean-AND operations between \( CF_r \) and \( CF_c \).

\[
CF = CF_r \bullet CF_c
\]

3) The Repair Function RF: The repair function is a Boolean function which encodes all repair solutions of a spare allocation problem. Because the \( DF \) encodes the lines to be replaced, and the \( CF \) encodes the lines that the spare lines can replace, it is obvious that the repair function \( RF \) can be constructed with (8). The fact that the \( RF \) encodes all repair solutions can be easily proved.

\[
RF = DF \bullet CF
\]

Traditional exact algorithms search for the repair solution in each step of the branching process. Unlike those algorithms, the second stage of PAGEB does not search for the repair solution until the \( RF \) has been constructed. As soon as the \( RF \) is built, a repair solution can be found by traversing only once the BDD of the \( RF \). A path from the top variable of a BDD to the terminal node 1 is called a solution path. All Boolean variables in a
solution path taking the 1-edge form a repair solution. In the example below, the 1-edge, and the 0-edge are drawn respectively in solid lines, and dotted lines. The 1-edge and 0-edge in a BDD can be represented by pointers in some computer languages. By following these pointers, the RF can be traversed efficiently. Finding an optimal repair solution is almost as easy as finding a non-optimal one. PAGEB is very efficient due to the fact that BDD can remove redundant nodes, combine isomorphic graphs, and have very compact representations of Boolean functions if a good variable ordering is used. Unlike other exact algorithms which stop searching when a repair solution is found, PAGEB encodes all solutions in the repair function.

4) A Simple Example: Fig. 2 shows a simple memory array with one spare row, one spare column, and three darkened faulty cells. The thick black lines represent the spare lines. The example is used for its simplicity to convey the basic idea of the second stage of PAGEB even though the solution can be found by the must-repair filter. For easier understanding, the BDD encoding method of this example is also explained with the If-Then-Else (ITE) connective [31]:

\[ f = \text{ite}(x, f_1, f_0) = x \cdot f_1 + \overline{x} \cdot f_0 \] (9)

where \( x \) is one of the decision variables. The functions \( f_1 \) and \( f_0 \) are Boolean function \( f \) evaluated at \( x = 1 \), and \( x = 0 \) respectively. If \( x \) and \( y \) are two variables with a variable ordering \( x < y \), the following equalities hold for the operations between two ITE connectives:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ite}(x, G_1, G_2) \cdot \text{ite}(x, H_1, H_2) &= \text{ite}(x, G_1 H_1, G_2 H_2) \\
\text{ite}(x, G_1, G_2) + \text{ite}(x, H_1, H_2) &= \text{ite}(x, (G_1 + H_1), (G_2 + H_2)) \\
\text{ite}(x, G_1, G_2) \cdot \text{ite}(y, H_1, H_2) &= \text{ite}(x, G_1 y, G_2 h) \\
\text{ite}(x, G_1, G_2) + \text{ite}(y, H_1, H_2) &= \text{ite}(x, (G_1 + h), (G_2 + h)) \\
&= \overline{\text{ite}}(y, H_1, H_2)
\end{align*}
\] (10)

The first step in the second stage of PAGEB is to choose a good BDD variable ordering. A variable ordering determines the level of variables in a BDD. Assume the variable ordering \((R_1 < C_1 < C_3 < R_0)\) is chosen. Then the DF can be built with (1), and its ITE form can be derived with ease.

\[
DF = (R_1 + C_1) \cdot (R_1 + C_3) \cdot (R_3 + C_3) = \text{ite}(R_1, 1, \text{ite}(C_1, 1, 0)),
\]

Because of limited space, some derivation steps are omitted. The BDD of the DF is shown in Fig. 2. Note how the final ITE expression maps exactly to the BDD of the DF.

Before the global constraint function can be built, the \( CF_r \) and the \( CF_c \) have to be constructed with (4)–(6). There are two faulty rows in the memory array. Suppose \( R_1 \) and \( R_3 \) are inserted respectively at position 0 and 1 in the array \( L \). The following equation shows how to build \( CF_r \).

\[
\begin{align*}
CF_r &= PF(L_0, 2, 1) \\
&= L_0 \cdot PF(L_1, 1, 0) + \overline{L_0} \cdot PF(L_1, 1, 1) \\
&= L_0 \cdot T_1 + L_0 \cdot \text{true} \\
&= L_0 \cdot T_1 + L_0 = R_1 \overline{R_3} + \overline{R_1} \\
&= \text{ite}(R_1, 1, 0) + \text{ite}(R_3, 0, 1) + \text{ite}(R_1, 0, 1) \\
&= \text{ite}(R_1, \text{ite}(R_3, 0, 1), 0) + \text{ite}(R_1, 0, 1) \\
&= \text{ite}(R_1, \text{ite}(R_3, 0, 1), 1)
\end{align*}
\] (12)

The \( CF_c \) can be built in a similar way. Then, the \( CF \) can be easily constructed with (7). The following equation shows the symbolic function of the \( CF \) and its ITE form.

\[
\begin{align*}
CF &= CF_r \cdot CF_c \\
&= R_1 C_1 + \overline{R_1} C_1 \overline{C_3} + R_1 \overline{R_3} \overline{C_1} + R_1 \overline{R_3} C_1 \overline{C_3} \\
&= \text{ite}(R_1, \text{ite}(C_1, \text{ite}(C_3, 0, \text{ite}(R_3, 0, 1)), \text{ite}(R_3, 0, 1)), \text{ite}(R_3, 0, 1)) \\
&= \text{ite}(C_1, \text{ite}(C_3, 0, 1), 1)
\end{align*}
\] (13)

It can be easily checked that the ITE form of the \( CF \) maps gracefully to its BDD representation. The clause \( \text{ite}(R_3, 0, 1) \) appears twice in the ITE form. The ITE form does not make use of isomorphic graphs while the BDD technique does.

The \( RF^C \) can be now constructed with (8). It is easy to derive the ITE form of the \( RF^C \), and the derivation detail is omitted. From the BDD of the \( RF^C \) in Fig. 2, there is only one solution path \( R_1 \overline{C_1} C_3 \overline{R_3} \). Thus, the repair solution to this example problem is \( R_1 \overline{C_1} C_3 \overline{R_3} \). This solution can be easily checked with the

\[
(R_1 < C_1 < C_3 < R_0)
\]
symbolic function. The symbolic equations above are for illustration purpose only. In a computer program, the BDD representations rather than the symbolic equations are used.

IV. SHARED SPARES

Advancement of laser and integration technologies has allowed spare lines to be cut into segments. Different segments of a spare line can be used to replace segments of different faulty lines. This allows more flexible use of spare lines. More faulty cells may be replaced with the same amount of spare lines, and the yield may be improved. Spare allocation problems will become more complex if the spare lines can be cut into segments, and shared among adjacent memory blocks. The reason for the higher complexity is that the union of the minimal vertex covers of all blocks is not necessarily feasible. This means that each block cannot be solved independently. Consider the memory array in Fig. 3. Blocks A & B share the two spare columns. The minimal covers for blocks A & B are \((R_4, C_3, C_4)\), and \((R_8, C_7, C_8)\) respectively. The union of the two minimal vertex covers is obviously not feasible because four spare columns are required.

SSRRAM is almost identical to RRAM except that the spares can be cut, and shared among memory blocks. Simple modifications can be made to the filter algorithms in the first stage of PAGEB to keep them compliant to SSRRAM, and they are omitted. Modifications to the second stage of PAGEB are discussed below. Because the global constraint function encodes how the spare lines can be used to replace faulty lines, it needs to reflect new restrictions on the shared spares. In RRAM, the \(CF\) is composed of two functions: \(CF_r\) and \(CF_c\). These two functions are the constraints for the two sets of spare lines. The notion can be extended. In a SSRRAM, a set of spare rows (or columns) is called a spare set if the spares in the set can be used to replace the same memory block. For example, there are three spare sets in Fig. 3: two spare sets at the bottom, and the other between the memory blocks. Each spare set has a constraint function. The constraint function for spare set \(m\) can be computed by the equation

\[
CF_m = \sum_{j=0}^{n} C_{F_j} 
\]

Equation (14) is in fact just the rewrite of (2) to emphasize the notion of spare sets. Suppose there are \(n\) spare sets, and the constraint functions for these spare sets are \(CF_0, CF_1, \ldots, CF_{n-1}\).

In SSRRAM, the \(CF\) is the result of performing \textbf{AND} operations on the constraint functions of all spare sets.

\[
CF = \prod_{m=0}^{n-1} CF_m 
\]  

Equation (15) degenerates into (7) when \(n\) equals to 2 in RRAM. The \(DF\), and \(RF\) are still built respectively with (1), and (8). There are four solution paths in the \(RF\) of Fig. 3, and the four repair solutions are

\[
\left\{ \frac{C_4 R_3}{C_3 R_2} \right\} \left\{ \frac{C_8 R_7}{C_7 R_6} \right\} R_1 R_4 R_5 R_8
\]

Spare cutting and sharing may improve yield because the use of spares is more flexible. The same number of faulty cells may be replaced with fewer spare lines. The problem in Fig. 4(a) is a well-known problem for which the repair-must algorithm is not able to find the only solution. With PAGEB, the only solution path is correctly encoded in the \(RF\). Removing any spare line from Fig. 4(a) makes the memory irreparable. It is easy to check that two spare rows and two spare columns are not enough to replace all faulty lines in the memory array. However, two spare rows and two spare columns are enough to cover all the faulty cells in Fig. 4(b) if the spare lines are cut and shared between adjacent blocks. The fault pattern in Fig. 4(a) is identical to that in Fig. 4(b) if the four blocks in Fig. 4(b) are joined to adjacent blocks. Fig. 4(b) has three solution paths, and the three repair solutions are

\[
R_3 C_{14} R_{13} R_{14} C_{11} \left\{ \frac{C_1 C_2 C_4}{C_1 C_3 R_3} \right\} \left\{ \frac{C_2 C_3 R_2}{C_2 C_3 R_2} \right\}
\]

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

There are almost countless fault patterns for spare allocation problems. It is not practical to experiment with all possible fault patterns. The real fault patterns are classified information in industries. Many models have been published over the years [18], [19], [45]–[48]. Defects have been shown to occur in clusters...
on wafers [45]. The model in [19] claimed to be easy to implement, and reflect the clustering effect. It has been said that the faults become more characteristic of random defects when the process and design have matured [10]. Because no fault model was presented in [10], the model in [19] was used to generate the test cases in this paper. Note that PAGEB is not restricted to spare allocation problems. To measure the general performance of PAGEB, other fault models can also be used. The model proposed in [19] uses a compounded Poisson distribution, and it is briefly described here. An \( n \times n \) memory array is partitioned into squares containing \( r \times r \) elements. Defects occur \( s \)-independently within the same square while occurrences of defects in different squares are statistically dependent. A square is fault prone \( s \)-independently of other squares. Let \( p_1 \) be the probability for a square to be fault prone, \( p_2 \) be the fault probability within a fault prone square, and \( p_3 \) be the fault probability within a fault resistant square. The Poisson parameter \( \lambda \) is specified by the criteria

\[
\text{Probability \{square is fault prone\}} = p_1, \\
\lambda = p_2 \times r^2; \quad (18)
\]

\[
\text{Probability \{square is fault resistant\}} = \overline{p_1}, \\
\lambda = p_3 \times r^2. \quad (19)
\]

Table I shows the parameters used in the model; and it also shows the minimum number, the average number, and the maximum number of faulty cells in the test sets. Each test set has 100 test cases. All memory arrays in the table are of size 1024 \( \times \) 1024. The array size is not very important for PAGEB because the information does not appear in any of the Boolean functions. Note that equivalent fault patterns can be created by shifting faulty lines around in the memory array.

To compare the relative performance between a branching algorithm and PAGEB, the second stage of PAGEB is replaced with a branching algorithm. Two versions of branching algorithms are implemented: sorted queue, and unsorted queue. The unsorted version is not able to find the minimal feasible cover. The sorted version may be faster or slower than the unsorted version depending on the fault patterns. A heuristic algorithm was used to generate the static BDD variable orderings in PAGEB because it has been shown in [50] that finding the optimal BDD variable ordering is an NP-complete problem [35]. The basic idea of the algorithm is to put a group of variables as close as possible if they can determine the result of a Boolean expression. Some code snippets written by Setubal [41] were used for a maximum matching. The CMU BDD library [49] developed by David Long was used to handle the BDD operators. Everything else was written in the C++ programming language. All program files were compiled with GNU g++ 3.4.3, and the optimization flag \(-O2\) was used. The hardware system had 1 GB of memory, and a single AMD Athlon-XP processor running at 2.2 GHz. The operating system was a Linux system with kernel version 2.6.11.

The branching algorithm was aborted if it could not find repair solutions in 100 seconds, or if it ran out of memory space. Note that the value “100 seconds” is used as the execution time in such cases. The benchmark results are summarized in Table II. The results for the test set 5 are plotted in Fig. 5 for illustration. The two branching algorithms ran out of memory or could not finish in 100 seconds for most of the test cases in the test sets 2–4. The maximum execution time of the unsorted branching algorithm is less than the sorted counterpart. However, the average execution time of the unsorted branching algorithm is larger than the sorted counterpart because the unsorted version is slower than the sorted one for most of the test cases. The sorted branching algorithm requires much less memory than the unsorted version because redundant operations are not performed. The unsorted version could not solve any test cases in the test set 3, while the sorted version was able to find repair solutions for 8 test cases. The two branching algorithms can be faster than PAGEB for only a handful of test cases. However, the small lead in time can be ignored because of imprecision in the measurement. The average execution time of PAGEB is under 1 second for all test sets. The average execution time of the branch-based algorithms is much larger than that of PAGEB. It is clear that the proposed PAGEB algorithm is much faster than the two branching algorithms.

PAGEB is able to finish all test cases in test set 4 under one second, except for test case 34. The two branching algorithms could not solve test case 34 in test set 4 within 100 seconds, while PAGEB was able to solve it in 3.64 seconds. The value 3.64 is higher than other test cases in the test set. The fault pattern of the test case was investigated, and no peculiarity was found. There is no apparent reason that PAGEB cannot solve it efficiently. The execution time dropped from 3.64 seconds to 0.22 seconds if PAGEB was compiled with the optimization flag \(-O2 = -mtune = \text{athlon} = -xp\). The test was repeated many times, and the performance improvement was almost identical.

---

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Set</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(SR, SC)</td>
<td>(10, 10)</td>
<td>(20, 20)</td>
<td>(32, 32)</td>
<td>(29, 29)</td>
<td>(12, 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_1 )</td>
<td>4( \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>6( \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>9( \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>11( \times 10^{-6} )</td>
<td>3( \times 10^{-6} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_2 )</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_3 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max faults</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average faults</td>
<td>83.06</td>
<td>126.85</td>
<td>188.83</td>
<td>169.17</td>
<td>107.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min faults</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair-Most</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early-Abort</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has solution</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( r \): number of rows/columns in a square

---

**Fig. 5.** Experimental results of test set 5.
TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (IN SECONDS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Set</th>
<th>Unssorted</th>
<th>Sorted</th>
<th>PAGEB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.515</td>
<td>2.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>82.577</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>93.000</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>17.738</td>
<td>40.624</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. The layout of the 4-blocks memory array.

Fig. 7. Experimental results for SSRRAM.

Other test cases do not have such bizarre result. The great difference in performance for the test case may be caused by the optimized hashing mechanisms used in the algorithm.

Although the repair-most algorithm can be embedded into the first stage of the tested algorithms, it was not used in the experiment. However, Table I still lists the number of test cases reparable with the repair-most filter. It also lists the number of test cases aborted early by the early-abort filter, and the number of test cases having repair solutions. 24 out of 100 test cases in test set 5 can be repaired with the repair-most filter, 14 test cases can be aborted early, and 86 test cases have repair solutions. The Gallai-Edmonds theorem is mainly used in the first stage to reduce the problem size, but it was able to find the repair solution for one test case in test set 5.

Both PAGEB and the branching algorithm can be extended to solve spare allocation problems in SSRRAM. To compare the performance between PAGEB and the sorted branching algorithm, 100 4-blocks test cases are generated with the following parameters: \( m = 3, p_1 = 0.000015, p_2 = 0.8, p_3 = 0, \) and \( SR = SC = 15. \) Each block is of size \( 512 \times 512. \) Fig. 6 shows the layout of the 4-blocks test cases. Spares are shared among adjacent memory blocks. Fig. 7 shows the experimental results. The sorted branching algorithm could not solve any of the 100 test cases within 100 seconds, while PAGEB could for all of them. Although PAGEB was able to finish solving most of the test cases in 1 second, test case 45 and 94 took as long as 58.14 seconds and 49.35 seconds respectively. The execution time of these two cases can be reduced to less than 2.1 seconds if the sift dynamic variable ordering \([51]\) is used. The results indicate that PAGEB is much faster than the branch-based algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSION

Spare allocation problems are important not only because an increase in chip production yield by a few percentage points can have a substantial impact on the profit, but also because it may find applications in other fields. The experimental results indicate that the proposed PAGEB algorithm is very efficient in terms of speed and memory requirement. The efficiency results from the following good properties: 1) each BDD node requires much less memory space than a partial solution in branch-based algorithms, 2) BDD can merge isomorphic sub-graphs together to avoid redundant computation and reduce memory space requirements, and 3) a solution can be easily obtained by traversing only once the BDD of the repair function. With the good performance, PAGEB can also be used to check the results of other algorithms. The second stage of PAGEB transforms a spare allocation problem into Boolean function operations. Though the SAT solver can replace BDD as the Boolean functions solver, it cannot find the minimal feasible cover. In the applications requiring the minimal feasible cover, BDD is a better option than SAT. However, all BDD-based algorithms require good variable orderings to have better performance, and finding the optimal variable ordering is an NP-complete problem. It is still unknown whether the transformed Boolean functions possess any characteristic that can be used to determine an optimal or near optimal variable ordering. Finally, the proposed algorithm may be useful for other problems which can be modeled as constraint bipartite vertex cover problems.
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